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Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a large scale disaster there are a number of issues that arise that we will need to anticipate and accommodate as part of our response to a large-scale event such as a tsunami that affects all of New Zealand.The workshop will look at the big picture of a major disaster response and we would like to explore the following areas:Today’s workshop will cover:an introduction to Exercise Tangaroa – the national tsunami exercise to be held later this year.



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NZFS will provide an overview of Urban Search & Rescue (USAR) 



Mass Casualty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Ministry of Health will provide an overview of Mass Casualty



Mass Fatality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Police will provide an overview of Mass Fatality including Disaster Victim Identification (DVI)



International Assistance/VIPs/Assisting 
foreign diplomatic missions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade will provide an overview of:Coordinating offers of assistance from foreign governmentsLocating and repatriating foreign VIP guests; andassisting foreign diplomatic missions/consular posts to carry out their consular duties.



Media Coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Schnellenberg will provide an overview of Media coverage during a major event.



Science & Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GNS Science will provide an overview of requests for science and research opportunities.



Economic Impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research will provide an overview of the economic Impacts of such an event to New Zealand’s economy.



Group discussion & report back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll have a group discussions on each topic and then report back, summarise and then close the session.



Exercise Tangaroa 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But first, lets have a look at Exericse Tangaroa – our major exercise for this year.



Aim

To test New Zealand’s arrangements for 
preparing for, responding to, and 
recovering from a national tsunami impact.



Scenario



Kermadec Trench - Regional source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regional source scenario agreed  - some warning time for most of the country but not a lot.  The exact location is not being made public until the day of the exercise.  GNS have prepared a report that outlines the expected impacts from this scenario on coastal New Zealand.  This has been made available to CDEM Group and national level exercise writers/planners.



Dates



Wed 31 August 2016
Warning and initial impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From initial notification through to tsunami impact.Day 1 of the exercise will be based on a full scale exercise with activations of the NCMC, ECC and EOC’s around the country.We will testNational Crisis Management Centre (NCMC), Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC) and Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) activationsEmergency Management Information System (EMIS)Public Information ManagementEvacuationsNational Warning SystemDeclarationsBusiness continuityWelfare arrangementsAlerting mechanisms (optional)Rapid Impact Assessment Lifeline utilitiesNCMC, CDEM Groups and partner agencies together



Wed 14 Sept 2016 – Post Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Day 2 of the exercise falls 2 weeks later and will allow participating agencies to test post impact aspects which may not have been fully tested in day 1 of the exercise.CDEM Groups will be able to use the time between Day 1 and Day 2 to ready themselves for further full scale activities or tabletop or workshops to discuss these aspects.



Wed 28 Sept 2016 – Recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Day 3 of the exercise will be about testing the early elements of recovery, including the transition to recovery and recovery arrangements.  Again, the intervening 2 weeks will allow participants to work towards a workshop to discuss how they will transition from Response to Recovery.



Outputs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram illustrates the outputs required for each of the day’s activities.  The NCMC will be working on two additional days in between the main exercise days in order to provide a National Situation Report and a National Action Plan that will then feed into days 2 and 3.



Further information



Exercise Tangaroa web page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Exercise Tangaroa page has been created on the MCDEM website – keep an eye out for key exercise documents here.The Coordinating Instruction The Evaluation PlanThe Communications PlanDay by day diagram I showed earlierTsunami 101Templates for:Master Schedule of Events ListInjectsGeneral InstructionPower PointsA national exercise writers/planners workshop will be held in Wellington in late early July to work through the injects and to ensure that all Groups and national level agencies are on the same page and have the support they need to carry out the exercise.



Communications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We issue regular newsletters to give exercise participants an update on exercise preparations and updates on tsunami work across the country.Next newsletter due out in June.



Enquiries

Your local REMA
or
Jo Guard or Sara Mitchell (nee Leighton)
Exercise Coordinators
MCDEM
CDEMexercises@dpmc.govt.nz
04 817 8555

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, that is a very brief overview of Exercise Tangaroa.  Lets get on with the presentations….

mailto:opsteam@dpmc.govt.nz


Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jeff Maunder from the NZFS will provide an overview of what Urban Search & Rescue (USAR) looks like in a large scale disaster, including New Zealand’s ability to respond and what support we might need from our international partners.



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
The Role of USAR Heavy Technical Rescue

• Management
• Logistics
• Search
• Rescue
• Medical

Recovery of people from
collapsed concrete structures



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
The Event??



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
The response: First responders

NZFS – Capabilities
• 1500 operational personnel (Career & Volunteer)
• 430 + Stations across New Zealand
• Capabilities

• Command (C2)
• Rescue(Technical Rescue – USAR capabilities)
• HAZMAT
• Firefighting



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
The response: NZ USAR Response

Heavy teams (210 personnel) (NZL1)

Light Response Teams  (16)

Northern

Central

Southern



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
The response: International  USAR Response

LEMA RDC

OSOCC

Int USAR

Int USAR

Int USAR

Int USAR

Int USAR

NCC

NZL1

UN Classified Teams Only

AUS1

AUS2

USA1

USA2

SIN1



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
The response: International  USAR Response



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
The response: Everything in place

Heavy USAR Teams (NZ + Int)

Light Response Teams (NZ)

First responders 
(emergency services)

CIMS

CIMS

BAU Work

USA1



Urban Search & Rescue (USAR)
Beyond the Rubble Pile (Recovery)

USAR / DART Operations in Recovery
• Modulised capacity
• Specialist support to BAU
• Water generation
• HAZMAT ID
• Coordination
• Infrastructure repair
• Shelter
• Medical Support (NZMAT) 



Health sector impact following tsunami

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Ministry of Health will provide an overview of Mass Casualty



Great East Japan earthquake and tsunami
• 15,894, 2561 missing direct deaths; 

drowning and hypothermia
• 6152 ‘injured’
• 340,000 displaced, 100’s CD Centres
• Structural & non structural damage 

to Health Care Facilities, primary 
care, residential care providers and 
lifeline utilities

• Loss of habitation and livelihood –
broad social determinants of health

• Tsunami lung
• Public and Environmental Health 

impacts 
• Psychosocial 
• Long term conditions exacerbated

10.5365/WPSAR.2011.2.4.002 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/articl
e-1375981/Japan-nuclear-crisis-
Radiation-bad-Chernobyl-level-7-
reached-2nd-time-history.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hypertension: There were many reports of hypertension, due largely to people being unable to take their medication, high levels of stress due to the disaster, lack of exercise, and the high salt content of food served at evacuation centres.Deep vein thrombosis (DVT): From the experience of previous disasters, there were concerns about an increase in DVT caused by lack of exercise and lack of fluid intake, but there were few serious cases reported that required preventive intervention. However, in examinations performed in several evacuation centres, there were reports of increased D-dimer levels.Respiratory problems: Many patients reported respiratory problems, which is likely to be as a result of the disaster coinciding with the hay fever season, as well as the impact of dust in the air and respiratory infections such as colds and influenza.Mental and psychosocial health: In comparison with the national average, Iwate has a high prevalence of psychiatric disorders and also a high suicide rate.7 In addition, it has been pointed out that people living in the Tohoku region tend to keep their feelings internalized and avoid relying too greatly on other people. Many residents in the disaster-hit areas lost family, friends, homes, possessions and their jobs in this disaster and the psychological impact has been immense. Six months after the disaster there were reports that suggested cases of post-traumatic stress disorder. Although there has been no significant increase in the number of suicides, this will require monitoring in the future.8Infectious diseases: Although sporadic outbreaks of influenza and infectious gastroenteritis were seen in evacuation centres, there were no widespread epidemics. There were concerns that the prevalence of flies and mosquitoes in the summer season could cause further infectious disease epidemics, but as of September 2011 no outbreaks were reported. With the closure of evacuation centres and the transfer of residents to temporary accommodation, the risk of infectious diseases decreased.

http://dx.doi.org/10.5365/WPSAR.2011.2.4.002


Expected effects of natural disaster 
(PAHO. Natural Disaster: Protecting the public’s health. Washington, DC:PAHO,2000)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While National and Foreign Medical Teams are required in EQ and Cyclones/Typhoons for trauma care immediately, they will also be required in the far more common Hydro-meterological responses e.g. floods in a slightly slower time frame (days not hours). The risk of damage to health facilities and their resilience to structural and functional damage has a bearing on the assessment of need for Field Hospital Facilities and FMTs. In general national medical teams (+/_FMTs) will be deployed to each of the disasters listed, whereas international search and rescue may not. 
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Earthquakes vs Tsunami

% of total 
injured and 
killed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ratio of dead to injured in earthquakes estimated at 1:3, whereas Tsunami has a reverse ratio of 9:1. Unfortunately the severely injured are unlikely to survive the tsunami wave. This implies it is highly important to allow early access to national +/_ foreign medical teams to the disaster zone for EQ, to deal with trauma and surgical cases. It is an important point that in EQ care of thousands of injured is a priority, and therefore medical teams must be given access as fast as Search and Rescue teams, who are unlikely to have a huge life saving impact apart for the few. FMT and National team deployment in hours is likely to have a profound affect on death and morbidity (disability and complication) rates. FMTs responding to Tsunamis should have focus more on general medical care in emergencies rather than traumaApproximately one-third of the patients suffered from infected superficial wounds on their limbs and faces. Many developed deep-seated necrosis of the skin tissue, requiring repeated wound dressing and debridement. Another one-third suffered from respiratory tract infection, some due to aspiration of sea water. There were relatively few major trauma and fracture cases seen, and there were a few cases of compression barotrauma of the tympanic membranes resulting from underwater immersion in the sea water. . 



Note: Photo of wound debridement in 
field hospital removed 



Burden of disease in disaster

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peak of preventable trauma deaths due to head, chest, abdominal and other injuries occur day 1-3. This is unlikely to be improved except with increased local capacity to manage trauma and extremely fast response by regional FMTs (24-72 hours). Lack of access to medical care in Haiti may have accounted for over 30,000 preventable deaths in the first two weeks, peaking in the first 3 days. This is in comparison to the numbers requiring complex rescue etc. In the diagram, wave 2 lasts for two weeks, and will be 90+% wounds and orthopaedic cases as well as background emergency surgical case load (such as emergency caesarean section, appendectomies etc). Wave three includes infectious diseases, often in IDPs, care of Non-communicable disease (NCD) emergencies such as diabetics separated from medication and mental health issues faced by a population after disaster require surge capacity from FMTs and each FMT must be able to manage both wave 2 and 3… it is inappropriate to just come for surgical care and not be able to manage the infectious disease and other presentations as these will quickly become numerous. Wave 4 corresponds to the background surgical, cancer and other ( non- emergency NCD care etc) requirements of a population that may have been delayed but still need treatment when the healthcare system begins to recover.







W H O  I N I T I AT I V E  D E V E L O P E D  
P O S T  H A I T I

• I I N A P P R O P R I AT E

• U N R E G I S T E R E D

• U N Q U A L I F I E D  R E S P O N S E S

M I N I M U M  A N D  T E C H N I C A L
S TA N D A R D S  F O R  T R A U M A  
A N D  S U R G I C A L  R E S P O N S E  
T O  S U D D E N  O N S E T  
D I S A S T E R

• T Y P H O O N  H A I YA N

• E B O L A V I R U S  D I S E A S E

• C Y C L O N E  PA M

• N E PA L  E A R T H Q U A K E

• E C U A D O R  E A R T H Q U A K E

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Refers to groups of health professionals and supporting staff outside their country of origin, aiming to provide health care specifically to disaster affected populations. They include governmental (both civilian and military) and non-governmental teams.”Est 89,000-130,000 casualties; 30% death rate within 2 weeksIn Haiti, up to 400 health agencies attended the Cluster meetingsForeign individuals offering their medical services were generally counterproductive. Concern on the high number and/or poor quality of amputations was first raised after the Pakistan earthquake.In Haiti, a preliminary survey suggested numbers up to 4000 amputations.Some FMTs or field hospitals were not meeting minimal professional or ethical



Type1- Outpatient Emergency Care and Referral

Type 2- Inpatient Surgical Emergency Care

Type 3- Inpatient Referral Care

Additional Specialist Care FMT (e.g. Paediatric Surgery 
etc)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The full definitions are available in the “Blue book” text. In summary the main “Types” will be as follows (read the headings brought down by animation). Explain that there are minimum benchmark indicators to stop very small teams being considered the same as large teams, and to stop a 2 person team being deployed to an entire area as a “type 1” without the minimum capacity to see at least 100 persons per day for 14 days etc. The capacity benchmarks are minimum, and achievement of even higher standards is encouraged. A team that doesn’t comply with all the requirements of the Type should declare as the type below, but declare additional capability as relevant. (i.e. a team without inpatient capacity or surgical care will not be called a Type 2 no matter how large). Specific things to note: Those who do not have the capacity to be a Type 1 should join other teams to create that capacity or volunteer directly into a national facility. Those who provide specific public Health care like Cholera treatment centres etc come under the term “specialist care FMT”



P h i l i p p i n e s  T y p h o o n  Yo l a n d a  
N o v e m b e r  2 0 1 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
155 FMT89 registeredMinimum standards



NZ health priorities post impact 
• Shelter 
• Access to safe water and 

food
• Disease surveillance
• Secondary trauma and 

infections
• Long term conditions
• Psychosocial welfare
• Service reconfiguration
• Access to primary care
• National staffing and supply 

chain



Disaster Victim Identification

Inspector Geoff Logan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Police will provide an overview of Disaster Victim Identification (DVI)



Phuket December 2004



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Salmon=Victims at the centre of our focusBlue= Agencies with primary responsibility The Coroner has the Jurisdiction and the tools he uses are the PoliceWhite=other NZ participantsMauve=other plans (may be running concurrentlyBeige= international linksNote the competing demand for resources both with in the diagram and also with other “Plans”



The DVI “Space”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of the disciplines is required during each of the five phases of DVI



Mass Fatalities Framework
• Number  and nature of the fatalities is greater than the local resource can 

manage
• Co-dependencies across Government with other agencies including MoJ, 

(including Coronial), Police, MOT, TAIC, MFAT, and DPMC

Principles Include
• Government responsibility
• Victim centric approach
• Victims include survivors, families, communities
• Deceased are treated with dignity from recovery, identification to 

repatriation
• Best endeavours will be made to ensure each mass disaster is treated with 

best practice



"\\ppi001fs001.ppi.police.govt.nz\homedrives-sth-02$\GL8059\Documents\National Security\DVI\MFF command chart.vsd"
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• Coroners have the responsibility to:
– Identify deceased persons,
– Identify the time, date, and place the death/s have 

occurred, and
– Determine the manner, cause and circumstances 

surrounding the death.

• Police are empowered with the responsibility of 
establishing the identity of  deceased person/s to the 
satisfaction of the Coroner.

Coroners and Police



Disaster Victim Identification
• Principles  follow CIMS protocols and Police instructions.
• Police work closely with the Coroner.
• Overseas assistance is managed through MFAT.
• Police utilise the Plass Data System which matches information 

when the victim was alive (ante-mortem data) to information 
gained from the victim that has died (post-mortem data). Used  
in over 190 INTERPOL member countries. The software 
compares the data, then suggests plausible matches for 
subsequent manual examination and identification.



The DVI Process
Phase I ‘The Scene’
Phase II ‘The Mortuary’
Phase III ‘Ante Mortem Information Retrieval’
Phase IV ‘Reconciliation’
Phase V ‘Debriefing’



Limitations / Influences
• Level of fragmentation.
• Roles for external  assistance and their 

capabilities.
• Coroners / Government’s  intent 

(immediate and long term public 
messaging).



New Zealand’s ability to respond

• NZ Police have a national, deployable, DVI team of 20 persons
• NZ Police SAR squads in the 12 Police Districts train in DVI each 

year
• Police hold 3 caches of equipment (20-30 bodies, 2-3 days) for 

DVI
• Forensic photographers (trained and experienced in DVI, using 

modern imaging techniques and best practice)
• Fingerprint Officers trained and experienced in DVI



New Zealand’s ability to respond 
(cont.)

• The Ministry of Justice and the Chief Coroner are responsible 
for coronial support, including ensuring that adequate 
facilities, resources and skills are available i.e. using a mix of 
temporary and fixed mortuaries as appropriate and 
contingency arrangements for supply of equipment 

• Limited access to forensic pathologists or odontologists 
depending on event scale

• Certification of qualified experts (trained and exposed to DVI) 
is a constraint



International Support

• Forensic pathologists and odontologists must meet 
credentialing standard (Professional body’s oversight / 
decision)

• Additional DVI trained staff from other policing 
jurisdictions (e.g. Thailand 30+ countries)

• With 5-7 “fly-ins” for every victims family, Family 
Welfare Centres and their management is crucial

• Volunteer agencies, and the efforts of Resources of 
Opportunity, must be coordinated and must be “safe”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bali – How to relax after a hard day in the Morgue!



International Assistance/VIPs/Assisting 
foreign diplomatic missions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joanna Kempkers from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade will provide an overview of:Coordinating offers of assistance from foreign governmentsLocating and repatriating foreign VIP guests; andassisting foreign diplomatic missions/consular posts to carry out their consular duties.



International Assistance
63

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFAT’s role in managing NZ’s international reputation is well known and understood.  But less well understood, even within our own organisation are our responsibilities in a national scale emergency domestically.  In a national scale emergency New Zealand is going to want and need international  assistance.  MFAT’s role is to participate in the NCMC International Assistance cell, and to act as the main coordination point for seeking and receiving international offers of assistance from other governments.We expect that offers of assistance will start to flow in within minutes of the news of the disaster, and that these will come in through numerous channels and at numerous levels:We can expect world leaders to call our PM and offer assistanceWe can expect international organisations to contact their local branches here in NZ (Red cross, unicef)We can expect governments to reach out to NZ Embassies and High Commissions around the world offering assistanceEmergency services overseas will reach out to their counterpart agencies in New ZealandAnd all this before we even really have a handle on the scale of the emergency and what help we might need.Offers will be both general “whatever you need John”, and specific “we’ve got 500 tarpaulins and 7000 water purification tabs”All of these offers need to be logged and acknowledged before we can respond and have a chance to work out what we needOnce we’ve worked out what we need, NCMC IAC is the place where match-making occurs, matching specific requests for assistance with offers received, and working out what we still need to ask our international friends for.



Invasion force?
64

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But learnings from Christchurch suggest that international assistance can sometimes feel like an invasion force.Not all help received is solicited, and that means it is sometimes not compatible with what we need, or our own systems.  And although well meaning, can sometimes place us at greater risk.  I’ve heard stories from Christchurch earthquake times of a dog SAR unit that landed in NZ without any regard for our quarantine requirements, nor understanding that as a rabies free country, we could not take the chance on allowing those animals in, even if they could have been helpful.  I’ve heard stories about other relief workers whose working methods were so different from our own that they essentially needed a full time NZ resource to accompany them taking valuable domestic resources away from the SAR and relief operations.It is really important to know which services from other countries work best with NZ systems.  In some areas it might be Canada, others Japan, or Germany.  Australia is a natural partner, but we can’t expect them to help in every area.If we know in advance that something is definitely not going to work for us then we can respond to that offer of international assistance politely and quickly, and ask for something else that we need instead, rather than receiving an offer of assistance one day and having them turn up on the doorstep 24 hours later only to find they are not compatible with what we are trying to achieve.



65

Foreign VIPs and Guests of Government

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFAT, along with VCO is responsible for those invited Foreign VIPs who visit New Zealand as guests of our Government.  Here we have Prime Minister Manuel Valls from France who visited at the start of May this year, and President Xi from China who visited in 2014.Normally only one or two head of state or head of government visits on at any one time.  Their delegations can vary in size from a dozen to 200.  But there could be dozens of senior official level visits occuring in NZ at any one time, and MFAT has much less visibility of these so will need to  rely on departments to account for those foreign visitors whom they are hosting.If the VIP is caught up in the emergency the priority will be ensuring their safety and then providing information to their government on their status before thinking about evacuation.  If they are not caught in the emergency, their programme might still be affected, and may need to be cut short as New Zealand Ministers turn their minds to handling the emergency.  The priority then is to facilitate their departure as soon as possible to free up resources to be applied elsewhere.  How easy this is will depend on a number of factors, including the size of the delegation, whether they arrived in NZ on their own aircraft, whether commercial airlines are operating, and even whether airports are still operational.  Thinking about our Tangaroa scenario, I’m not sure what models say will  happen to aircraft parked at Wellington airport in the case of a major tsunami.



66

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assisting the diplomatic corps, foreign Embassies and High Commissions.  46 resident missions based in Wellington, with between 2 and 82 seconded staff, plus families.  Plus consulates based in Auckland and Christchurch.  A diplomatic/consular population of around 1200.  Plus around 105 Honorary Consuls.Not to clear the trees from their powerlines, but to assist them to carry out their core consular functions.  That is, to assist foreign nationals who are in NZ at the time of an emergency.



67

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a picture of two  girls looking at photos of missing tourists pinned on the walls at the airport in Phuket.One of the first things Embassies will try to do is locate all of their nationals, find out who  is safe and well, who is missing, and who are desceased.According to the Department of Statistics Data on international visitor arrivals from April 2016 New Zealand received around 3.2 million visitors last year (and tourism numbers have increased between 6-10% in each of the last three years, so we can expect that to climb further).  1.3m are from Australia, 400,000 from China, 250,000 from the US, 200,000 from the UK, 90,000 each from Japan and Germany, etc., 14,000 from Sweden – a country which does not have a resident mission in New Zealand, and who would be trying desperately to find its nationals from Canberra.In August, around typically around 200,000 foreign visitors arrive in NZ.  In December, that number climbs to over 400,000.  Allowing for an average stay of  7 days, you could allow that some 50,000 foreign visitors could be in NZ on any one average day in August.In a localised emergency we can work with Embassies to act as a liaison between them and local authorities, and to keep a centralised register of foreign nationals.  MFAT might be able to  set up a call centre to deal with that, depending on the situation.  But in a wide scale emergency we wont have the resources to try and manage this centrally, so embassies will need to go to hospitals and morgues direct.  We can expect them to want to fly in additional staff to support their own people to cope with the consular effort.We cannot underestimate the herculean nature of the task to identify all those foreign nationals who might be caught up in an emergency in New Zealand.  I understand that even now, some of those who went missing during the 2004 boxing day Tsunami are only just being reunited with family, some 12 years later.



68
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Presentation Notes
As embassies locate their nationals, then they want to get them out.  What does mass evacuation of foreign nationals look like?  Messy.  No two ways about it.  But what that actually looks like depends on the scale of the disaster.  If commercial flights are operating, that is always the first best option.  Not only does it get people out quickly, and by a means with which they are familiar, with all their possessions, but it might also help to mitigate the shock to the airline industry.Some governments might send military flights to evacuate their nationals.  NZ sometimes does this in the Pacific.  We might need to think  about making military airbases available, especially if commercial airports are not operating, or if they are crowded and at maximum capacity.  If only one international airport is operating, airbridges might need to be organised from other regional  centres.  These could be either civilian or military aircraft.If military or passenger vessels are in the area, these might also be used in an evacuation, although steaming times to New Zealand make this a less immediate solution.  Ships might be used, however, to transport civilians from around NZ to  an operating international airport. What’s our obligation to assist?  Tourists are first and foremost responsible for their own welfare when travelling in a foreign country.  They should have travel insurance, and medical assistance aside, should be able to look after their own concerns.  After that, they are the responsibility of their government, and we need to do what we can to cooperate with foreign embassies to allow them to provide assistance to their people, while the focus of NZ agencies is on the domestic emergency.  But there may come a point when actually it is in our interests to assist more directly with an evacuation of foreign nationals if getting them out of NZ frees up resources which are required domestically.  This balancing of priorities and allocation of resources in a national emergency needs to happen in the NCMC.To recap – three areas where MFAT has responsibility in an emergency:Helping to coordinate international offers of assistance in the NCMC International Assistance CellEnsuring the safety and welfare of VIP visitors to NZHelping foreign missions to carry out their core consular functions.None of these can we do on our own.



Media Coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Schnellenberg will provide an overview of what mass Media coverage looks like in a large scale disaster, including New Zealand’s ability to handle large numbers of media crews from overseas and what, if any, support we might need from overseas.



Media coverage in a crisis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Schnellenberg will provide an overview of what mass Media coverage looks like in a large scale disaster, including New Zealand’s ability to handle large numbers of media crews from overseas and what, if any, support we might need from overseas.



Coverage in Christchurch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This  is not a ‘how-to’ for media management in a crisis – that has been done before.Contains observations on what was experienced in Christchurch and elsewhereIdentification of issuesConsider  the role of social media  and impact on coverageSome thoughts about keeping on top of it all.



Coverage in Christchurch
• Largest media coverage of a crisis in NZ’s history

– 1,259 local, national and international media were accredited. Most of 
them in the first week. Only 6 had their accreditation removed for bad 
behaviour

– 177 public information staff - from local & central government and the 
private sector

– The following were provided for media
• Twice daily media conferences – 183 in all.
• Bus tours in red zone to Cathedral, CTV Building, PGC Building
• 400 media releases/advisories
• 1,800 tweets
• Opportunities to be embedded in SAR teams
• Interviews arranged with key people - Mayor, Controller, Police, SAR, VIPs etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key observations from Christchurch



Lessons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were many lessons from the coverage of the Canterbury earthquakesThis is not the complete list but factors that may not be obvious.



Lessons
• Media coverage impacts New Zealand’s global reputation and instils 

confidence in the response and recovery
• Building trust with the media is key – keep your promises

– Feed the machine – Media operates 24/7 – if you choose to say 
nothing then media will look for other ways to get content

– Be available – provide media with information or advise when it can 
be expected

– Have a good accreditation process
– Dedicated venue from where to file 

• Wireless capability
• Refreshments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned there have been reviews of media management in CHCH but there are points that are worth restating and highlighting.Media are a lifeline in the response stage and need to be treated accordinglyCritical channel for important information to affected communities but also shapers and influencers of New Zealand’s reputation and confidence in the response.Make their work as easy as possible.The accreditation process is needs to be in place before an event occurs. It can cause issues  and delays if not in place beforehand.



NZ’s ability to respond

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have been asked to consider two specific questions.What is New Zealand’s ability to respond?What international support might we need?



NZ’s ability to respond
• The Canterbury earthquakes produced a group of communications people 

experienced in a managing communications/public information in a crisis -
many of whom then offered to make themselves available for future crises

• The initial response to the Rena event indicated that there were problems 
in activating people with sufficient experience
– The current status of those people (availability, location and 

experience) is unclear. Who owns the list?
– The list needs to be kept up to date
– People on the list need to train regularly
– There is no apparent need for international support
– Is there a media accreditation process already established for the next 

major event?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHCH 2011 demonstrated that we are able to respond  if and when the need arrives.First press release was issued within two hours First press conference took place within four hours and included the Mayor, fire and police.50 members of the media attended that first conference.First international media calls were received within the first hour First international media arrived within 24 hours.How well placed are we now to manage the next event?Where are the people who worked in CHCH?What is there availability and level of training?Rena event in  Oct 2011 demonstrated the problem with no list.What systems such as accreditation are in place now to support the response to the next event?We do not need to rely on international support. We need people who understand  NZ, our culture and have the networks and skills.



Just what do we mean by media?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The media scape has changed dramatically since 2011.There is no mainstream vs social mediaThere is just media.When thinking coverage you need to consider bothMedia not only source content from social media, they also contribute to it



Social media is a 
growing channel 
for news 
consumption 
(41% via FB).
Smart phones 
are the growing 
platform for 
news 
consumption and 
capture.
Print media is in 
decline while TV 
remains a 
trusted source.

The stages and focus of media coverage in a crisis

Breaking 
news

Human
Interest

Editorial/
Advocacy

Social 
Media
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social media shapes media coverage.This chart shows the general pattern of coverage. Relative size, phasing and intensity of coverage is indicative only.People will refer to social media for breaking news and then to mainstream media for verification.The initial stage after an event following reports in social media patterns is breaking newsScoop vs accuracy: We are hearing reports etcHuman interest comes nextJoan Smith is injuredJohn Brown has  lost his entire homeEditorial/advocacy will follow and last longestWhen will John Brown get help from the government? Why is it taking so long?Anniversaries or new events will trigger increases in coverage periodically.



Monitoring Analysing all media is critical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore we need to know what is happening in the media – all mediaNot just reading coverage to see what is saidWe need to look for patterns.Here is an example of what is considered the best map of quantitative data ever made.Made by Charles Minard in the 1860s it represents Napoleon's march on Moscow in 1812.



Monitoring Analysing all media is critical

• Look for patterns: Don’t just collate what is reported

– Look for the patterns in the coverage to determine what 
messages are required and to anticipate adverse impacts on the 
management of the response

– Ensure that the media team have a dedicated role for media 
analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is it important?Think fo Boston Marathon BombingSocial media coverage , including twitter vigilantes, impacted on  the response as Police had to divert officers to follow false leads and manage public safetyThink of small business owners in CHCHTheir anger at being locked out of red zone was freely discussed on social media Yet their arrival at the EOC with media to protest being locked out of red zone was unexpected.Ensure that someone in the team has the role of looking for patterns.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To concludeMedia coverage includes social media and mainstream media Media coverage doesn’t just need to be monitored it needs to be analysed for patternsConsider the media as a lifeline and not a nuisance or impedimentLook to have important processes  - accreditation, links with other agencies, established in advance



Science & Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ken Gledhill and Nick Horspool from GNS Science will provide an overview of what large-scale scientific interest looks like in a large scale disaster, and how we might manage requests for science and research visits from overseas organisations.



Science Response

Science Surveys

• Tsunami observations
• Tsunami damage to 

buildings and lifelines
• Social/behavioral 

aspects

Science Advice
• Tsunami heights around New Zealand 

(measured, observed)
• Imagery (aerial, satellite)
• Mapping and describing impacts
• Aftershock probabilities
• Potential for ‘aftershock’ tsunami
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Tsunami Experts Panel
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Science Surveys
Tsunami Observations

• Rapid surveying along 
coast in inundation zone

• 1-7 days after the event
• Foot surveys, drones

Damage Surveys

• Building/lifeline damage
• Days to weeks following event
• Foot surveys, drones, 

interviews

Social science surveys

• Casualties
• Behavioral aspects/survivor stories
• Weeks to months following event
• Interviews, surveys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scale of science



UNESCO-IOC International Tsunami 
Infromation Center (ITIC) Guidelines

http://goo.gl/kEA3zc

Host-Country Coordination 
Committee (HCCC)

• IOC-UNESCO rep
• Government ministry
• CDEM rep
• Science agency rep

Survey Terms of Reference
• Field of interest (social, engineering etc)
• Media & communication
• Exclusion areas (geographic, surveys)
• Cultural/ethics considerations
• H&S….

International Tsunami Survey 
Teams (ITST)

• Objectives
• Team composition
• Fields of interest
• Geographic areas
• Timing
• Approvals (ethics), 

cultural awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Request is triggered by host country to UNESCO-IOC. 



UNESCO-IOC International Tsunami 
Infromation Center (ITIC) Guidelines

http://goo.gl/kEA3zc

 Entry briefing from HCCC to ITST
 ToR, Expectations and Ground Rules

 Daily updates from ITST to HCCC
 Situation Reports
 Logistics
 Coordination of other teams

 Exit briefing between ITST to HCCC
 Knowledge transfer



Previous Tsunami Events

2010 Chile
70 scientists
25 teams

2009 Samoa
60 scientists 
1 team

2011 Japan
> 100 scientist
30+ teams
Request for 1 month 
delay due to 
humanitarian response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And smaller event, Chile 2015, 3 teams, > 20 scientists.



The good the bad and the…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Range of types. Need for rapid surveys to get perishable data, but often ignore incountry liaison and do own thing. While others are extremely relevant and provide assistance to incountry agencies. 



Challenges
• Need for lead agency to set ground rules

– Pre event policy? Especially around social science and 
cowboys/girls

• Coordination of survey teams
• Clear pathway for science information to CCC through CIMS 

system
• Mixed media messages from scientists
• Science teams may be first on the scene in some areas
• How to including science in medium term strategic issues



Economic Impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Derek Gill from the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research will provide an overview of the economic Impacts of a large-scale disaster to New Zealand’s economy.



What do we know about the economic effects 
of the Christchurch earthquakes?

• The Christchurch earthquakes had negligible 
impact on national economic activity

• Economic activity in Canterbury returned to pre-
earthquake levels in less than a year

• Canterbury very diversified so could absorb 
shocks

• Christchurch tourism & education services sectors 
particularly affected 

• Need to rethink ‘red zoning’ 
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What do we know about the economic effects 
of natural disasters?

• Loss effects – direct impact is often localised and 
minimal

• Macroeconomic effects – indirect effects from 
macro-dynamics triggered by events 

• Capital market effects – dynamics depended on % 
of Insurance coverage

• GDP/Output losses poor proxy for welfare 
losses/living standards
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Post event recoveries compared
NZ (Chch 2010/11) Chile (2010 E & T) Japan (2011 Tsunami) China (Sichuan earthquake 2008)
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What might this mean for the economic  effects 
of tsunami?

It depends on source/time of day/readiness BUT  
• NZIER/GNS modelling 2500 – 20,000 fatalities & $9b to 

$45b in property loss
• Loss effects – Property loss (mainly housing stock) 

combined with loss of life (disrupt services industries)
• Macroeconomic effects – indirect effects from macro-

dynamics e.g. population shifts 
• Capital market effects – potential failures of life insurers, 

access to re-insurance?
• Concentrated local effects – ‘zombie’ towns?  
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Group discussion & report back
1. Choose two (2) topics that interest you
2. Move to the first topic facilitator
3. Group discussion
4. Move to second topic facilitator
5. Group discussion
6. Report back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll have a group discussions on each topic and then report back, summarise and then close the session.



Group discussion questions
1. What issues would a New Zealand-wide tsunami impact 

generate for this topic?
2. What preparations are already in place?
3. What are the potential gaps/challenges New Zealand 

would face in this situation?
4. Does anyone have any experiences or examples of where 

this has been well managed?
5. Who would we call on internationally for assistance?
6. What do you think the next steps are for your 

organisation in this area?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll have a group discussions on each topic and then report back, summarise and then close the session.



Summary and close



Questions/feedback

Your local REMA
or
Jo Guard or Sara Mitchell (nee Leighton)
Exercise Coordinators
MCDEM
CDEMexercises@dpmc.govt.nz
04 817 8555

mailto:opsteam@dpmc.govt.nz
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